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Investigative Activity: Vehicle analysis   

Activity Date:  June 16, 2022  

Activity Location: Gold Honda Accord (OH: GXY4967) at 76 Woodcrest Drive, Marysville, OH 43040  

Authoring Agent: Special Agent Aja Chung, #86 

 

On Thursday, June 16th, 2022, as part of an ongoing officer involved shooting, Ohio Bureau of Criminal 

Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) Aja Chung  examined a gold 4-door Honda Accord bearing Ohio 

registration GXY 4967.  The registered owner, Lindsay Todhunter, contacted BCI after she located a 

suspected bullet hole in her vehicle that stemmed from the incident on May 30th, 2022.   

 

Lindsay Todhunter signed a BCI consent to search form and at 1009 hours SA Chung photographed the 

vehicle.  The vehicle was a 2013 gold 4-door Honda Accord with an Ohio license plate GXY 4967 affixed 

to it and a vehicle identification number (VIN):  1HGCR2F52DA147441.  Ms. Todhunter explained to SA 

Chung her vehicle was parked in the street in front of the white Dodge truck. 

 

 
(Photo, taken by SA Holcomb, of Gold Honda at initial incident) 
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SA Chung observed a suspected ballistic event (BE) on the rear license plate, near the ‘G’ and ‘X’.  The 

hole, labeled BE 1.0, was misshaped with the license plate material pushed inward.  The projectile 

perforated the trunk door and exited into the trunk area.  A hole, labeled BE 1.1, was located above the 

release button/handle on the interior side of the trunk.  Due to the manufacturer’s backing, the shape of 

the defect was not obvious.  There was no projectile recovered from BE 1.1.   

(Photo of defect on rear license plate, prior to labeling) 

 

 SA Chung located no items of evidentiary value and concluded her examination of the vehicle at 1027 

hours.   


